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One of the Industrial Placement Program aim is to increase the student’s skills in Food 
and Beverage Department, specifically in service. The program has begun from 2 January 
2020 until 6 July 2020 at The Ritz-Carlton, Bali. The Industrial Placement Program is 
crucial since writer may learn the knowledge of real hotel industry operation and 
experience self-development throughout the days of the Industrial Placement. The 
purpose of this report is as partial fulfillment in the course curriculum and hopefully can 
give detailed information about what activities are performed or how the real industry 
works for the readers. During the Industrial Placement Program, the writer learned about 
how to serve food to the guests and the preparation before the operation started.  More 
about the report, it contains the details of procedures’ standard and workflow during the 
Industrial Placement. The document depicts all the details about the activities done during 
the Industrial Placement. The information on this report may be a reference or comparison 
for other Industrial Placement Program or course curriculum in the campus.  








The Industrial Placement Program that writer went through, succeeded not 
because writer’s effort only but because of the support and guidance from the people 
around the writer as well. At the moment, writer want to present the opportunity with 
gratitude to the people who have been there to help the writer in the completion of the 
Industrial Placement and to this report document.  
Writer’s greatest gratitude is to God, who have supported and guided the writer in 
every decisions and actions that happened during the Industrial Placement and after. Also, 
to writer’s family for their faith and kind wishes.  
Writer also want to thank Pak Andre, the In-Room Dining Manager and also the 
entire staff of Food and Beverage Department at The Ritz-Carlton, Bali who have been 
patient in teaching writer the techniques and equipment used in the department. Writer 
want to give thanks to the other trainee as well for their cooperation and friendliness that 
they offered during the Industrial Placement days.  
Who always monitor my performance in the hotel so that the writer could keep 
improving, writer’s Industrial Placement Advisor Ms. Septi Fahmi Choirisa, M.Par. Then, 
writer’s gratitude to the lecturers who have taught so much so that writer can get this far.  
In the end, hopefully this report will be useful for the juniors at Universitas Multimedia 
Nusantara. The writer’s hope is that they can gain a better understanding of the hotel 
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